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The journey 

Journeys through Wellington are key to 
experiencing the city’s landscape
Airport to city: the harbour and the mountains 
The journey from Wellington Airport to the city is one of the city’s defi ning experiences. 

 [A]   Evans Bay sets the scene of Wellington as a harbour city, while the route forms the 

gateway to Wellington’s CBD.

 [B]   The journey through Mt Victoria Tunnel reveals the city’s topography.

[C]   The tunnel exit provides views of the Basin Reserve, the Carillon, the low-rise and high-

rise city and the mountains beyond.

City to airport: the city grid
The journey from the city to the airport reveals the city’s character and defi ning grid.

 [D]   Vivian Street is an active urban street with long views to Mt Victoria. It might be too 

narrow for a main highway.

 [E]   Kent and Cambridge Terraces are a broad boulevard framing views to the Basin 

Reserve. The route needs better pedestrian footpaths and more activities on the 

footpath.

 [F]  Mt Victoria Tunnel provides a dramatic exit from the city.
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Newtown to city: down the valley to the harbour
Local journeys to the city highlight a lack of urban activity, lacklustre buildings and ill-defi ned 

streets. The sense of travelling down a widening valley to the harbour is apparent in the 

topography, but lost in the urban surroundings.

 [J]   An enticing view to the Basin Reserve along Adelaide Road is spoilt by busy traffi  c and 

inconsistent building design.

 [K]   Around the Basin Reserve the roadway crowds the narrow footpaths and heritage 

buildings.

 [L]   Views down the ‘terraces’ lack harbour views because of poorly sited buildings and 

other structures. This could potentially be a grand boulevard.

City to Newtown: through the neighbourhoods
Local journeys to Newtown reveal the city-to-suburb transformation.

 [X]  Views to the Basin Reserve are fl anked by large commercial buildings.

 [Y]   The environment around the Basin Reserve is one of contrasts: a lack of pedestrian 

designations and other activity at Ellice Street; a busy school area; and congested traffi  c.

 [Z]  Adelaide Road gradually turns into a suburb of homes and small businesses.

 


